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Q1) What animal is a national symbol of South Africa?

Q2) Which sport did Harold Pinter call, 'the greatest thing that God ever created'?

Q3) What is a baby swan called?

Q4) The scientific order of Lepidoptera, consists of butterflies and what other common insect?

Q5) From which novel is this quote: "It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen."

Q6) What do the letters HB on a pencil mean?

Q7) For what instrument was Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata written?

Q8) In the Bible, who built a giant ark?

Q9) In chess, which piece may move in a straight line in any direction and any number of squares?

Q10) Which pop star had a hit with Rebel Rebel in 1974?

Q11) With which NFL team did Tom Brady win his first Super Bowl?

Q12) Which day of the week may also be known as Dominicus?

Q13) What is the capital city of France?

Q14) What are the robots in Blade Runner called?

Q15) What is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet?
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Trivia Quiz Answers
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Q1) What animal is a national symbol of South Africa?

Q2) Which sport did Harold Pinter call, 'the greatest thing that God ever created'?

Q3) What is a baby swan called?

Q4) The scientific order of Lepidoptera, consists of butterflies and what other common insect?

Q5) From which novel is this quote: "It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen."

Q6) What do the letters HB on a pencil mean?

Q7) For what instrument was Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata written?

Q8) In the Bible, who built a giant ark?

Q9) In chess, which piece may move in a straight line in any direction and any number of squares?

Q10) Which pop star had a hit with Rebel Rebel in 1974?

Q11) With which NFL team did Tom Brady win his first Super Bowl?

Q12) Which day of the week may also be known as Dominicus?

Q13) What is the capital city of France?

Q14) What are the robots in Blade Runner called?

Q15) What is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet?

Springbok

Cricket

Cygnet

Moths

1984

Hard Black

Piano

Noah

Queen

David Bowie

New England Patriots

Sunday

Paris

Replicants

Delta
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